Digitalization in Manufacturing and Logistics (M&L) systems represents a crucial driver able to lead companies to achieving higher levels of productivity and flexibility. Digital technologies, such as Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, or the new generation of Information Technologies, allow an intelligent integration and interconnection among all actors involved in the M&L processes. Moreover, digital technologies enable real-time monitoring, control, and data collection, as well as the development of Cyber-Physical systems that are able to combine the physical and virtual environment. In this context, the Digital-Twin (DT) concept represents an emerging research topic in M&L systems. DT is defined in several ways according to the application field. However, in M&L systems, the DT consists in creating a virtual representation of the system aiming to evaluate, predict, and optimize their states and future behaviour. Moreover, the data flows between physical and virtual entities are integrated in both directions. It implies that a change in the physical entity could lead to a change in the virtual one and vice versa. In such a way, DT is designed to continuously elaborate data from the past, monitor the present in real-time, and, finally, support future operations decision-making by combining past data with the real-time ones. According to the scientific literature, DT is applied in several M&L phases such as production planning and control, workpiece quality prediction, machine and human-robot collaboration, real-time M&L systems monitoring, product traceability, and performance prediction, supply chain resilience. However, there are some critical issues in implementing DT. For example, there are difficulties in sharing DT in multiple application systems involving several stakeholders, difficulties in ensuring efficient storage, processing, and analysis of a large amount of data. Moreover, there is a need to ensure reliability and robustness of the DT. Furthermore, due to the high degree of heterogeneity in digital technologies, there are some difficulties in making suitable decisions and investments in DT from a company perspective. Finally, some gaps are still present related, for example, to complex manufacturing systems, and external and internal factors that can affect the degradation of machine or worker skills.

For this reason, this session aims to investigate new trends and challenges in implementing DT concepts in M&L systems. Further, the evaluation of benefits and criticalities from a multi-disciplinary perspective represents another aim of the proposed session due to the different scientific research domains (e.g., statistics, artificial intelligence, computer science, operations, etc.) involved in implementing DT.
Topics may include, but are not limited to:

- Using new emerging technologies for the DT implementation in M&L systems
- Conceptual Frameworks to Support DT Development in M&L Systems
- DT architectures in M&L systems
- Real-time-based models and algorithms for assembly line design, balancing, and rebalancing techniques
- Simulation and optimization models based on real-time data for production planning and control in flexible manufacturing systems
- Real-Time Job Scheduling and Sequencing for Complex M&L Systems
- DT models for improving M&L system layout
- DT models for analysing the Machine-to-Machine interaction and Human-Robot collaboration DT methods and models to improve human factors in M&L systems
- Using DT concepts to improve M&L systems reliability, availability, and efficiency
- DT as a tool to improve M&L system resilience
- DT in operations and supply chain management
- DT for supply chain resilience
- Quantitative and qualitative analysis of the implementation of DT in M&L systems
- DT applications from real M&L systems

Both theoretical and applied research contributions and real-world application feedback are welcome.
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